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0A£'»?470.€ 71/;?/V5‘ 0/V PORTABLE

Man//roe‘//vg' 1//V/7C/9/WU) paWEE.

SEA/50;? IN755’1847465’ 1//WT M/CEOPEOCE.3501?
.£ 0/4D.S' A/7P1./69? 770/55 /66’/90.5‘ :9/VD A0190.5’
/A//7"/:44 /2»?770/\/ Pn4z?z4ME7£'/9.5} /4/VD .5/V72‘/?..S'
0/5}?/7 7'/0/V144 374775.

  
  

  
  

 

/1-//6'z€0P;€0C'£‘.S'.5'0»€' MONI 7018.5’ SE/V50,€'5, P0/Q7,’
6'0/WM!//V/C24 770/\/.5’ DEV/6'5’ //V7I&'2?F'»4C’£' /9/VD
M/9NUfiL //\/PL/7' /-'0»? flC7'/V/ 7")’.

 
  
  

 
  
  

/F No /9¢’7'/V/ T)’ /.S' DETECTED VV/7'////V /9N
0/“£1?/4TOE /9/?E.S’£7' PE)?/OD OF 77/Vff} 7}‘/E
M/é’;€0Pz€0C’£'SSOa€ ,0zAc£.s' 7'/-/.£ SE/V30’?
/A/7'£'.€FAC’zE' I//V/7' //V 24/V //\64C.'7/V5 57/"7736"

 /9 5/ /Vr9£ /‘J90/V H SE’/V50/€, /00,97] C’0A/A»/A//V/"
(A7 0/V3 DEV/GE //V75‘/65‘/9C'£’ 0,? /W/4/VU/91.
/NP//7 6'/90553 /1’//C580/5z€0C’A':'.S'.5'0z€ 70 FE7?/z€/V
70 77/5’ a/0£,e/I770/vxu sm7: fl/VD 35;//v
.5’£-‘£1//6'//V4’ /77

/F .5’/4/v/91. COMES neo/w 77‘/E MANUAL //v/0.//7;
4'0 ro A79’. 5.

£255

/F .S'/4%//71. c'oM£'.s' F60/W comma/v/cw7/0/vs
.05://c./5 //V775/?FWC'£:, 4'0 70 /-7.;-.5.

£2SE

 
  

 

 
//= .3/4/wax. 6’0/1»/£25’ rec»; M2737 ,4/vp 7//5
.5:-ev/c-5 ,e£¢2/15.3759 /5 70 5/vrae 7//.£
/2p/vr//v .37475, 40 70 F’/4'. 7.

E’/. 5'5

F/G.-4,4 0
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F/G.4B 9

/1‘ 77/5" .5’/4'/V/9.1. SOURCE /.5‘ :4 .S'.£‘/V.$'0.€ 0,?
/N7'£}€Ffl6'E 7'0 fl .536’/V.5'0r€, /9/V.D 7/‘/6' /96’?/V/TY

z?Efi(/.€57'.E'.D /.5’ Dr? 7'/9 764/V6’/1///SS/0/£4 7/ii‘6'0 /V/Z//V/C54 770/V.5' DEV/CE /.5‘ P014//.:'z€£'D Z//9.

   
  

 

 

  

 

 

  

  
 

W//E/V 7//E caMMz//v/494770/\/5 DEV/6'5‘ /5

0/95/94 7/0/1094, .4 co/v/wscr/0/v /5 MADE ro
7//E 6'5/V7644 M0/W T0,?//vq 25://cs (awn).

 

W//E/V 6'0/I»//V/J/V/C’/97'/0/V w/7,4 cw/.0 /5.55145/. /.5‘//£0,
77/,5 PMU F0/9/V//?7..'S' A’/VD 77?A/v.s'M/75'paw
/€€C'E/1/so FROM 77/5 /M7/V5 .525/v.sv,e(s)
70 77/5 4443.

714/15’ C’/V/D /QECE/l/£5, PROCESS /9/VD S70/€55
THE .«€EC’.€/V55 D/97H //V /9 D247'/9314.535
143506’/fl72E'D W/7/7’ 7’/-/.6‘ .515’/VD//V9’ /0/14.4/.

7/‘/E C’/V/.9 OPE/€/473E /.5’ /V07’/F‘/‘€27 OF 77-/6‘
z€£'C’E/7770/V fl/VD P»€0V/DEB 7/-/E‘ 0/“P0/€72//Y/7Y
T0 .0/SPAAY 7//5 ,e£c'£/1/59 2/974, AA0/V4’
W/TH 4062941.)’ //A-‘AD ,e£‘/='.£‘,€£'Nc'E//VFO/€-
M/9770/\4 FOE 35|///_‘'W /9/VD 2467'/0/V /95’
/9/‘/0/€0/9/9/I‘? TE.
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/F 77/5 ,0/wu agate/vrae .s'£A£c'7:s' ,4 M9/vz//44
/M01/7’ on/sz fl-/,4/v 7,95 ma/v/c az/770/V, 7/75 5455
/W/6’2€0P,€0..S'.S'0»€ POWERS Z//9 7'/4/.6’ LCD /4/\/.0
.S'£'/91//655.5’ 77‘/95 /V//9/VA//M. /A/PA/7.

 
 

H MENU /.5’ .0/.5’/71/9>’£’D ON THE LCD /9/VD 7?‘/15'
014591470»? /.5' /4AAOW£.D 70 SELECT /7 .D£.S’//€50
0/"7/0/V

7%/5 M/c,eo,a,eoc£5.s'0,e 12574-',eM//V5.5‘ w///47‘
.$'£3€v/as /5 ,e£.pz/5.9753, /9/Y.D //r A M£5SA4'£‘ /.5
70 55 5521/7 .5/4'/V/M5 7;/5 6’0MMZ//V/C’/9 7/0/v.5
PA?was‘ ré poms/e ///2

  
  

 
    
 

 BHSED ON THE MESSH E 7YPE E5 £/£37350,
7'//E /V/6560//€0C’£5.5'0,€ 5P0/Vfl.S’ Ac’ 0,€.D//V4
70 /€-/1155 145506//4775.9 M//7'/-7’ THE CONF/g'(/-
3/? 770/\/ /9/VP //V/7’/fll./Z47/0/V /’/7'z€x9/I//.£'7.Ez€.S'.

 

/F D/4 7/9 7}€fl/VS/‘E’? I/I/fi.5' ff Z/5.5750, 7/if
/W/C560?/€0C’.£.$’.5'0;€ .5’/4'/VflZ..5' HE /7'PP/90/9,?//9 725‘
//V735,?/=34C’£(.S'), /4'/VD A//"0/V /€565//07 OF‘ THE
EEQU/£53 .D/9779, F0»?/1///4 725' /4 MESS/9§.'£ /9/VD
P429655 /7'//V 7'/-/E 75€'x4/V.5'/1///7‘ Qt/El/.5.

  

 
   
 

/F 7//E /€45?!/E57 /5 A ,0/2/v/c 4'/4;; ae A’
C0/V//W//N/c’A770/Y-5' C5‘/EC’/\’, 7H/5 C0/W/1/é/N/C’/97'/0/V5
D/JV/4'5 /.5 //V37/€Z/C 75.0 70 £.S'7'fl.5’.(./.5'H A/Y
/MM/.-“D/A TE co/v/v£c 7/0/v w/77/ 77/: cw/1), fl/VD fl
,D,e£~/—‘o,eM/47759 M£.s'_sv9q£ /.5 P4,4c£D //v
77/5 7}?/4/VSM/7’ q>a£z/E.

F/G.5A
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F"/G.5B Q

I/V/'/EN COAI/A41!/V/C/9 7/0/V W/ TH 7f7E C’/WP /5
E3 7A3L/SHED, 7/‘/E /-'3/€/V//9 7'7‘£fl MESS/9§’E
/.3 .S'E/V 7' 7'0 7‘/-/.5 6'/V/.D.

T//E PA//U S70/9.5 3,473 7}€fl/V..S'/V//.S'.S'/0/V U/90/V

,€E/4C’////V4’ /4 C0/VD/7/0/V EASED 0/V /V/£55’/?§’£
TYPE, /.5’ //V5791/(.’7I€fl 3)’ 7/-/E PMU 0/‘E’/€47'0z€,
OE A/P0/V (.055 0/-‘ 7//E C0/I///W///V/C’/97‘/0/Y A//V/(

W/7H 7//5 c/14.0.

7/4/5 CMP ,e£c£/1/5.3 #3045555: /9/VD 570355
7/+5 £2-cs/1/£2 294$9 //v /2 2,47/93,955
145506’//77'E.D 14//7'/7’ 7‘/E SEND/N4’ /"A//Z/.

7'//E CMD OPE/%7'0z€ /S /V07/f7ED OE 7'/L/«E
/€EC'E/07/0/V /9/MD /‘£0 I//DED 7'/‘/E &P/00/€77//V/77’
70 D/6'/01./9)’ 7/‘/,5/€ECZE/VE.D .0/97flj /9460/V /4//7'/7’
A06’/4Z.L Y HEAD REFERENCE //V1701?/V/fl /0/K F0/€
,€€|//E//V /4/VD A67/0/V /45’ x9z°P,€0/"/P//47'E.
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7%/E CMD //V/7'//97,55 /4 65441. 70 77-/£15’/Z/.

 THE ,9/1//U 6'0/I/I/1//A/N/C’/47'/0/V.5 fl£V/CE I4/4/115.5’ Z//7,
/4C’c£:’/9725' 7/-/E /A/6'0/\4//V¢ 4'0/V/V.EC17 /\?£¢Z/EST
FROM 7/-/‘E’ C’/V/.0, /4/VD SE/VD5 /I M//4/\’£”//.9

5/4/van 70 rue‘ M/ceofleoczssoz.

  
  

JP&/V ES779.81./.5’/-///V4’ 7'/-/1:’ 6'0/V/VA-'6’ 770/Sfi T//E
CMD 7€z4/V.5’/W/ 725' THE .9.-5J€V/C'£' /65?!/£'.S'7

THE PMU /W/6530?/?0C£'.5'.S'0,€ .€£'7Z/,€/V5 70 77/5
O/9167?/4T/0/Vfll. 57/475; /F /V07 fléfifflfl)’ OPE}?-
/77'/0/VH1._, /9/VD 7'/-/E‘/V ,€Ex4.Z7.5' 7'/YE .5'E;€l//6'49‘
,€£'pU£-'57’ MESS/445 FROM THE C’/V/D.

/F’ fl .S'7‘fl7Z/S x€£'¢flE.$'7' /7/1/D 7/-/E PM// /.5' 6’&/V-
F/4z/,€£.D FOE OPE)?/97‘0/€ //V7Z‘3€r9C7‘/0A4 /9/V
H4587 /W.€C’/7’/?/V/S/W /.5’ flc7'/1//975.9 1//v7‘/4
,e£.s'Po/v.D£.0 70 3;’ 77/5 0P.€,é‘/970.6.

£236’

  
  
  

  

 

 /F /6' 37472/5 ,e.€¢p.4/557 /9/YD 7/15 PMU /5 N07 ca/v-
F/4//,€.£-‘.D Fa? 0//5e,97o,e /A/7'£,€/4c 7'/0/V, /9
9655/00/v.s‘£ 70 77/5 /46.567‘ /.5 ,e£c'£/VA-'1), 0/? A
SPEC/F/ED 7/M£—oz/7 acaz/es; 7‘/—/E M/c/€0 '-
/’/8045550,? /74,4c£.s' /9/V AP/7,70/9,9/Aw 72-’ /865-
/=v.€A»/ATYED /€€..s'P0/\/SE A»/£.5'.5'flg’£ //V 7'/765‘

7,229/v.sw//7 422/£1/E.

/F D/77% T84/V.5F'£a€ WHS 29.5?!/¢'.S'T,£'P, 7'/-/E’ A//C’;€0*
/92065550.? 3/ A//94$ 7;‘/E‘ A/»’/=20/?e/A 735 //V7£'.€-
Fe4dE(S),/4/VD T E/V Z/P0/V /€565’/P7 0F'7'//E'z€€-
(P1453TED .0474 50/435 fl fi"0:€/142477230 /WE.5'.S'fl4£,'
24/VD PL/ICES /7' //V THE 7I€/4/V5/l4/ 7' Q!/£1/E",

.52 SE

F/G.6A 9 9
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F/G.6B

/Ffl C0114/W1//V/C/9 T/0/V5 Cf/EC/\’ H/HS ,€EQZ/E5 TED,
THE M/€30?/QOCESSOZ P£fl(.'.E'.5’ /7 P;6EF'0»€/W/477'E.D

MESS/44'E //V THE Tex?/Y5/W/7' Qflfflf.

/F zsco/vn z/2,47/o/v oe A/v AP/71./J/9770/V z//wars
W/is 35¢;/5 72-39, 7295 M/aeo/aeoc£sso,e .sz/1520.4-*/vps
/A/P1/7 /=:eoM /71; //v7£,eFAc£.s; /.£,<’Fo£M.s' 7//E

/e£'?£/£'.57Z.‘_..D Ac7/0/1; .e£72/.e/vs ro 77/.5‘ 0259,4770/v,4z.
5754 7:5, /7/vp PcAc5.s' A /=,e£-I-'aeM»77r,e:z7 1/FDA7:5
.5’//(.'c£.s':/F/I/Lwas M555/i4£ //v 77/5 7:e¢/y.s'M/7 pz/.57/5.

THE P/V/.0 6'0/I»//V/J/V/CH 7'/0/VS DEV/CE T64/V.$‘A///72$‘
D/77/.4 FOUND //V 7//E Q1/EUE 7'0 7'/746' CMD.

77‘/E /9M1/ .S'70P.$' D/9 7/? 7B4N.SM/.33/0/V 1/F0/V
/CE/96/-///V4 H 6'0/V.D/T/0/V .5’/DEC!/F‘/£29 //V 7'//E’ CMD
654$-<7 EEEDEF/NED BY/9 .(.0Cfl.(. 0P51%7'0,€ 0/E
MESS/4§'E 7YP.E, 02 //P0/V LOSS OF THE
COM/MUN/CW 7‘/0/V A//V/\’ W/TH 7'1‘/15' CMD.

7'//E C/V/.0 EECEI I/£25; EEOCESSES END 57&»€E5
77-/E /€E(.'E/ 1/ED D/9724 //V :4 .D/9733/955
ESSOC/A TED /4//TH 7'/-/E .S'E/VD//V4 /0/W1/.

7//E CMD OPE?/470/? /5 /V07/E’/E'D OF’ THE
;eEC’£‘/77‘/0/Y H/V.D PRO 1//DE T//E 0.”/’0.€72//V/7‘Y T0
D/.5'z9.(.z4‘)’ 7'/-/E’ /€EC’E/VED .Dfl7'4 /940/V; VI//7'/7’
L06’/4£Z.Y /‘/£Z.D »€E/‘E245/VC’E' //V/-‘Q6’/V//9770/Sf FOE
BEV/EW fl/VD /967'/0/V fl.5' /9/‘F/90/’€//9 735".
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0/4-784Toe me/v.5 0/V Paef‘/7345 Mo/V/7’o,e//V4

///V/7‘ (FM:/) POWER

S671/.$'0»€ //V795/PFACE Z//V/7' /W/C’,€0P.€0C£.S’.S'0.€
40,405 flflflz /4,47/mg 25,42: /9/VD .40/79.3
/xv/77/9/./z/277a/v ,%e/2MEre:e.s, /9/V0 ,5/v7:€,e.s'
O/7539/9 770/v/24 57297.5.

M/£’,€0P,€0C£.S'.$’0»€ A//0/V/70,85’ 515'/V5'0.€.Sj /70.23’

60/1///W1//Y/C/9770/VS DEV/CE //V7E,?F/965 fl/VD

/V//7/V4//57.4. //VPU7 F03 /407/I//7')’.

/F coy/Mwv/c,47‘/0/v /.5‘ .e£4pz/£.s'72—“D ream /4
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REPROGRAMMABLE REMOTE SENSOR

MONITORING SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a portable, real-time, reprogram-
mable sensor monitoring system.

For over fifty years, governments have used both active
and passive detection systems to track vehicles and troop
movements. Intelligence communities have employed
multi-million dollar satellite-based sensors including high-
resolution cameras, infrared, and radio direction finding
equipment to covertly monitor areas of interest. Only
recently have the economies of scale and manufacturing
breakthroughs permitted using derivatives of this technol-
ogy for commercial applications.

Early commercial applications were satellite-based
vehicle tracking systems using communications satellites in
stationary (geosynchronous) orbits above the earth. These
systems all employ terminal-antenna packages that are suit- '
case size and have healthy price tags, and consequently have
been limited in use to large trucking firms. To reduce the
price and terminal size for general consumer use, there have
been two approaches. One employs wireless networks using
low-earth orbiting satellites, and a second uses local cellular
capabilities and other existing terrestrial wireless networks.
With these new capabilities, the mobile asset monitoring and
tracking market has grown to include all modes of surface
transportation. The current major focus is in vehicle security
and stolen vehicle recovery. The lower cost of communica-
tions has also permitted the market to expand into small fleet
management, as well as navigation, traffic control, and
roadside assistance.

Although these capabilities are valuable, the inventor has
recognized that they do not address from a personal per-
spective a problem of increasing importance in society,
which nearly everyone encounters during their lives. This
problem is based upon the need to monitor a remotely
located person or other subject that attempts to function
normally but may or may be able to do so; and, if the subject
does not function normally, notification must be made and
corrective action taken. In a commonly encountered
situation, an elderly or infirm relative attempts to lead a
normal, indcpcndcnt lifc, but thcrc is concern that, due to
age or infirmity, the relative may not be able to do so. The
concerned person may check from time-to-time by calling or
visiting, but such checking may be unreliable because the
relative may suddenly become ill long before the next check.
Moreover, both the relative and the concerned person may
be unable to recognize signs of impending distress. Too
frequent a telephone call or visit may upset the relative.

There is a need for an approach that will allow a subject
to function normally but be monitored and maintain com-
munication as needed for abnormal or emergency situations.
The present invention fulfills this need, and f11rther provides
related advantages.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides an apparatus and a method
for remotely monitoring the status of a living or an inanimate
subject. The approach of the invention permits the monitor-
ing of the condition and location of the subject, with
interaction by the subject in some cases. The nature of the
monitoring may be varied as necessitated by circumstances.

In accordance with the invention, an apparatus for
remotely monitoring and assessing the status of a subject
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includes a portable monitoring unit comprising at least one
automatic sensor associated with the subject, a portable-unit
location—determining device; and a sensor interface unit. The
sensor interface unit includes a programmable microproces-
sor having an active state and an inactive state. The micro-
processor is operable to change from the inactive state to the
active state responsive to the occurrence of any of a set of
activating parameters for an activation condition including a
preselected state of the at least one automatic sensor, a
request signal from an external source, and, in the case of a
human subject, a status signal by the subject. The micro-
processor is in communication with the at least one auto-
matic scnsor and the location-dctcrmining dcvicc. Thc scn-
sor interface unit further includes a communications device

interface in communication with the microprocessor, a first
transceiver of a communications device in communication

with the communication device interface, and a power
supply that provides power to the microprocessor, the com-
munication device interface, and the first terminal of the
communications device, as well as any other components of
the portable unit that require power.

The one or more sensors are selected appropriately to the
subject and the reasons for monitoring the subject. For
example, the sensors could include an audio/visual sensor, a
biological condition sensor, a chemical sensor, a meteoro-
logical sensor, a motion sensor, an electromagnetic sensor, a
seismic sensor, or an apparatus sensor.

The location—determining device may either be selected to
determine an absolute position of the portable monitoring
unit or a relative position of the portable monitoring unit
with respect to some other location. The location-
determining device is preferably a global positioning system
(GPS) receiver, but other types of devices such as triangu-
lation devices or cellular-telephone-based devices may also
be used.

Additionally, thcrc is a ccntral monitoring dcvicc includ-
ing a second terminal of the communications device, and,
desirably, a display in communication with the second
terminal of the communications device and a computer that
receives through the communications device and processes
information from the sensor interface unit. The central

monitoring device is typically able to maintain the necessary
communications with a number of the portable monitoring
units. The central monitoring device may be portable and
may include its own location—determining capability for
either an absolute position or a position relative to each
portable monitoring unit.

In operation, the microprocessor is programmed with a set
of activating parameters for the activation conditions and
thereafter enters the inactive state. The microprocessor is
activated responsive to the occurrence of the activating
parameters of any of the activation conditions. The micro-
processor obtains a status of the subject from the automatic
sensor and the location of the portable unit from the
location—determining device, and sends a status message,
through the communications device, to the central monitor-
ing device.

The microprocessor of the sensor interface unit is con-
figured with a unique unit identifier, central monitoring
device addressing data, and the initialization data and rules
to be employed with each sensor embedded in or interfaced
to the 11nit. The sensor interface 11nit may be configured on
a scnsor-by-scnsor basis to transmit all scnsor data rcccivcd
once activated, or all data meeting certain predefined criteria
such as a time window, decibel level, or signal threshold.
Data transmission from the sensor interface unit may be
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initiated manually, activated via a control signal from the
central monitoring device, or automatically initiated in
response to receipt of specified inputs from one or more of
the interfaced sensors. In one embodiment, the sensor inter-
face unit includes an audible tone or visible light generator
feature that is activated by a call from the central monitoring
device, and a means to activate/deactivate the feature.

The central monitoring device includes the second termi-
nal of the communications device that permits it to com-
municate with any of a plurality of portable monitoring
units, to uniquely identify each unit and the data relative to
its configuration and use, to process the data received, and
to display the processed data to an operator of the central
monitoring device. The position data may be displayed on a
map or referenced by distance and bearing relative to a
known address or location. The central monitoring device
includes the ability to forward the data received to other
devices.

Thus, the present invention deals with events from the
perspective of the subject being monitored. Events at the '
portable monitoring unit are sensed. The central monitoring
device may make a periodic status query to the portable
monitoring unit. The status inquiry may be made in an
auto-response mode without the knowledge or participation
of the subject, such as the periodic monitoring of sensors
when the subject is sleeping or even when the subject is
awake so as to be minimally intrusive. The portable moni-
toring unit may be configured to call in to the central
monitoring device either periodically or responsive to pre-
selected sensor readings. The status inquiry may also be
made so as to require the response of the subject, for
example to determine if an awake subject is mentally
capable of responding. In the case of a human subject, the
subject may also send a signal such as an “I’m OK” signal
to the central monitoring device, either responsive to a page
from the portable monitoring unit or upon the subject’s own
initiative. If the “I’m OK” signal is not received, the system
determines the location of the portable monitoring unit,
reviews available sensor data such as biological information
or sensor information from a medical device used by he
person, for example an infusion pump, and provides t1e
information to the concerned person or, as appropria e,
summons medical assistance.

Asingle central monitoring device may monitor a number
of different portable monitoring units, each configured d'f-
ferently and reconfigurable as needed. An important feature
of the invention is the ability to change (i.e., reprogram) t1e
activating parameters and the functioning of the portable
monitoring unit to varying needs. Some of the medical and
status applications for human subjects were discussed in he
preceding paragraph. The same device, but with different
sensors, may be used to track and monitor inanimate objects
such as valuable articles during shipment. In that case he
sensors may indicate the condition of the article such as
temperature, humidity, or movement, or associated equip-
ment such as a refrigerator or heater.

Other features and advantages of the present invention
will be apparent from the following more detailed descrip-
tion of the preferred embodiment, taken in conjunction with
the accompanying drawings, which illustrate, by way of
example, the principles of the invention. The scope of the
invention is not, however, limited to this preferred embodi-
ment.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of
an apparatus for remotely monitoring a subject;
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FIG. 2 is a block diagram of multiple-user architecture of
the communications link of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a block flow diagram of a preferred method for
practicing the invention; and

FIGS. 4-7 are block flow diagrams of the operation of the
apparatus.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, an apparatus 10 for remotely
monitoring and assessing the status of a subject includes a
portable monitoring unit 12 and a central monitoring device
14, which may communicate via by a wireless communica-
tion link 16. FIG. 1 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the
apparatus 10. FIG. 2 illustrates an architecture of the com-
munications link wherein multiple portable monitoring units
12 and central monitoring devices 14 are accommodated.

The portable monitoring unit 12 includes a sensor inter-
face unit 20 having a microprocessor 22 with multiple inputs
and outputs, illustrated in a bus architecture. Communica-
tion of the microprocessor 22 with the wireless communi-
cation link 16, and thence with the central monitoring device
14, is effected through a communications device interface 24
and a first transceiver 26 of the wireless communication link

16. Information is gathered by one or more sensors 28. It is
preferred that the wireless communication link 16 be a
digital wireless communication link, but an analog link may
be used instead. The sensors 28 may include internal sensors
28a embedded in the portable monitoring unit 12 and/or
external sensors 28b that are connected to the portable
monitoring unit through appropriate external interfaces 30.
(In FIG. 1, the external interface 30 is illustrated as part of
the portable monitoring unit 12, but it may be external to the
portable monitoring unit.) The external sensors 28b may be
any type that may be interfaced with the microprocessor 22
through the interface 30. For example, the interface 30 may
be a standard serial or parallel interface, a PCMCIA
interface, or an Ethernet interface. An external programming
device or other device may also be connected to micropro-
cessor 22 through the appropriate external interface 30.

An optional manual input device 32 communicating with
the microprocessor 22 is accessible from the exterior of the
portable monitoring unit 12, to allow a user or subject of the
portable monitoring unit to provide information to the
microprocessor 22. The manual input device 32 may be as
simple as a switch such as a push button, or more complex
such as a keypad. Optionally, a display 34, such as a liquid
crystal display, and an audio and/or visual communicator 36,
such as a tone generator, speaker, or flashing light, may be
provided to signal the user of the portable monitoring imit 12
to take responsive action. An external port 37, such as a
serial or a parallel communication port, is provided to permit
information or reprogramming instructions to be input to the
microprocessor 22 at the site of the portable monitoring unit
12. (A compatible sensor may also be connected through the
external port 37.) The manual input device 32, the display
34, the audio and/or visual communicator 36, and external
port 37 are each optional features that may be provided for
specific applications.

The microprocessor 22 may be a Multi-Chip Package
(MCP) such as the currently available Vadem VG330, the
Advanced Micro Devices AMD Elan SC400, the NEC
HHT-ASSP, or the ZF MicroSystems SMX/386. The micro-
processor includes a power management unit which permits
the microprocessor to be placed into an inactive state or
awakened to an active state by a proper signal. The power
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management achieves conservation of the power of the
power supply 42. The microprocessor is typically provided
with memory 44, which may be a random access memory,
a readonly memory, a mass storage device, or any combi-
nation of these types of memory. This memory may be
shared with other components of the portable monitoring
unit 12. The first transceiver 26 may be a single-board digital
wireless module such as a WIT915 or WIT2500M marketed

by Digital Wireless Corporation, with the appropriate inter-
face 24. The first transceiver 26 has its own power manage-
ment unit that permits the transceiver to be placed into an
inactive state or awakened to an active state by a proper
signal.

Alocation—determining device 38 is provided so that the
location of the portable monitoring unit 12 may be deter-
mined. The location-determining device 38 is preferably a
global positioning system (GPS) receiver having an antenna
40 shared with the antenna of the first transceiver 26. The

GPS receiver may be a MicroTracker LP global positioning
system receiver module available from Rockwell Semicon- ,
ductor Systems. Other types of location-determining devices
38 such as those based upon cellular cell-site position
triangulations, LORAN, and the like, may also be used.

Apower supply 42 such as a battery provides power for
the components of the portable monitoring unit 12 requiring
power, and optionally for the external sensor 28b and the
external interface 30. In FIG. 1, the power connections
between the powered components and the power supply 42
are indicated by “PS” to avoid the need for drawing the
interconnections that would obscure the data-

communications paths.
The central monitoring device 14 includes at least a

second transceiver 50 of the wireless communication link

16, to establish communications between the first trans-
ceiver 26 of the portable monitoring unit 12 and the central
monitoring device 14. Typically, the central monitoring
device 14 further includes a terminal 52 having a commu-
nications device interface 58 to the second transceiver 50,
and connections to a display 54 that may be viewed by an
operator 56. The terminal 52 may be a simple manual
system, or, preferably, it may be a more complex as illus-
trated. In this more complex terminal 52, there is a computer
60 that communicates with the display 54 and communicates
with and oversees the operations of the portable monitoring
unit 12 in the manner to be discussed subsequently. The
central monitoring device 14 may also be provided with a
location-determining device 62, particularly if the central
monitoring is movable or portable and its location must be
determined. The location-determining device 62 has an
antenna 64 shared with the antenna of the second transceiver

50. The location-determining devices 38 and 62 are typically
selected to be compatible. If, for example, the location-
determining device 38 is an autonomous GPS receiver, the
location-determining device 62 normally is also a GPS
receiver. On the other hand, the location-determining tech-
nique may utilize a triangulation, time-of-flight, or other
type of measurement that requires coordination between the
location-determining devices 38 and 62, which are then
chosen with that technique in mind.

FIG. 2 illustrates an implementation of the apparatus 10
in an existing communications link and its integration with
other similar umts. In this case, the apparatus 10 is integrated
into a cellular telephone communications system having
multiple ccll sites 70, here illustrated as two cell sites 70.
The cell sites 70 are each in communication with a central

office 72 (e.g., MTSO, or mobile telephone switching
office), typically by land lines. Each cell site 70 may be in
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wireless communication with one or more portable moni-
toring units 12, here illustrated as two portable monitoring
units. Each cell site 70 may be in wireless communication
with one or more central monitoring devices 14. There are
two types of such central monitoring devices illustrated, a
central monitoring device 14a in wireless communication
with the cell site 70, and a central monitoring device 14b in
land-line communication with the cell site 70 through the
central office 72. The central monitoring devices 14a would
typically be mobile units, while the central monitoring
device 14b would typically be a stationary unit. This archi-
tecture allows central monitoring devices 14 to be used in a
wide variety of applications and to monitor many different
portable units 12, of the same or different types and appli-
cations.

Where there are two or more of the portable monitoring
units 12 whose operation is overseen by a single central
monitoring device 14, as shown in FIG. 2, the central
monitoring device assigns each of the portable monitoring
units 12 with a unique identifier, to permit unambiguous
communications with each of the units 12.

FIG. 3 illustrates the practice of the present invention. An
operable apparatus is provided, numeral 80. The preferred
apparatus is the apparatus 10 described previously. The
microprocessor is programmed with a set of instructions for
general operation and for activating parameters, numeral 82.
The programming may be provided from the central moni-
toring device 14 or from a separate source connected
through the port 37 or the external interface 30. The specifics
of the programming will be discussed subsequently. The
microprocessor first becomes active to check for the occur-
rence of any of the activating parameters of one of the
activation conditions and, if none are present, becomes
inactive, numeral 84. If any of the activating parameters are
present, or upon occurrence of any of the activating param-
eters of one of the activation conditions, the microprocessor
becomes (or remains) active, numeral 86. The microproces-
sor obtains the status of the subject and its location, numeral
88, and reports that information through the communication
link 16 to the control monitoring device 14, numeral 90. The
central monitoring device analyzes and reports the
information, and takes action as appropriate, numeral 92.

At a later time, and as conditions may warrant, the
microprocessor may be reprogrammed, numeral 94. The
reprogramming may occur from the sources indicated
above, either at the site of the portable monitoring unit or
remotely from the central monitoring device through the
wireless communication link 16.

FIG. 4 illustrates the process flow associated with the
preferred embodiment of the portable monitoring unit 12 for
initialization of the sensor interface unit 20 upon being
powered up, and then for formatting and sending data
received from one or more sensors 28. Upon power-up, the
microprocessor 22 loads the portable monitoring unit appli-
cation from the non-volatile memory, loads the unit activa-
tion parameters from memory, and enters the active state.
Once operational, the microprocessor reads the memory and
then monitors the sensors 28, the port 37, the communica-
tions device interface 24, and the manual input 32 for
activity. If there is no activity on the sensors 28, the port 37,
or the manual input 32 for a period of time specified in the
activation parameters, the microprocessor places the com-
munications device interface 24 into an inactive state. A

signal from any of the sensors 28, the port 37, the commu-
nication device interface 24, or the manual input 32 causes
the microprocessor to return to the active state. If the signal
comes from the manual input 32, the process described in
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relation to FIG. 5 is followed; if the signal comes from the
communication device interface 24, the process described in
relation to FIG. 6 is followed. If the signal comes from the
port 37 and the service requested is to enter the administra-
tion state, the process described in FIG. 7 is followed. If the
signaling source is the sensors 28 or the port 37 interfaced
to a sensor, and the activity requested is data transmission to
the control monitoring device 14, the first transceiver 26 is
powered. When the first transceiver 26 is powered, a con-
nection is established with the central monitoring device 14
via the communications link 16. The microprocessor 22
formats the data received from the sensor 28 and transmits

it to the central monitoring device 14. Upon receipt, the
central monitoring device 14 processes and stores the
received data in a database associated with the sending
portable monitoring unit 12. The operator 56 is notified of
the data reception and provided the opportunity to display
the data, along with locally stored reference information
pertaining to the sending portable monitoring unit 12 for
review and action as appropriate.

FIG. 5 describes the process flow when the subject desires
to initiate a transmission to the central monitoring device 14
from the manual input device 32 of a particular portable
monitoring unit 12. Depending upon the type of manual
input device, the communication may be direct (e.g., a panic
button signal) or may involve use of the display 34 as well.
In the latter case, the microprocessor 22 activates the display
34 and presents a menu for the subject. The subject selects
options from the menu. The microprocessor determines the
service requested and the message to be sent, and powers the
first transceiver 26. The microprocessor determines what
action is to be taken from the message type requested and the
rules associated with the current configuration and the
activation parameters. If a data transfer is requested, the
microprocessor determines for each applicable interface the
action required, based upon the configuration of the sensor
interface unit 20 and the activation parameters. As required,
the microprocessor actuates the interfaced device and sends
a service request to it. The microprocessor reads the data
buffer associated with each applicable interface, and upon
receipt of the required data, prepares a formatted message
and places the message in the queue for the first transceiver
26. If the request is a panic call or a communications check,
an immediate connection is established with the central

monitoring device, and a pre —formatted message is placed in
the transmit queue. When the first transceiver becomes
operational, a connection is established with the central
monitoring device 14 via the communications link 16. When
the connection is established with the central monitoring
device 14, the communications device interface 24 reads the
transmit queue and transmits all available messages to the
central monitoring device 14. Upon receipt, the central
monitoring device processes the received message and
stores the data in a database associated with the sending
portable monitoring unit 12. The operator 56 is notified of
the data reception and provided the opportunity to display
the data, along with locally stored reference information
pertaining to the sending portable monitoring unit 12 for
review and action as appropriate.

FIG. 6 illustrates the process when the operator 56 or the
terminal 52 desires to query a specific portable monitoring
unit 12, to monitor one or more of the sensors 28, to send a
message to the subject through the portable monitoring unit
12, or to change the microprocessor’s configuration or
applications software. A call is initiated by the operator or
the terminal via the communications link 16. The connect

request is detected by a low-current receiver within the first
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transceiver 26, and it is turn activates the full first transceiver
26 and sends an activation signal to the microprocessor 22.
Once activated, the microprocessor acknowledges the call.
The central monitoring device 14 then forwards the service
request message to the portable monitoring unit 12 and
thence to the microprocessor and its memory 44. If a status
request for a response by the subject is made, the display 34
or the audio/visual communicator is operated until the
subject responds through the manual input 32. If the sensor
interface unit is not configured properly when the request for
response by the subject is made, a timeout occurs so that the
configuration can be accomplished. If the call instead
requested data from one of the sensors 28, the microproces-
sor signals the sensor. Upon receipt of the requested data
from the sensor, a formatted message containing the data is
prepared and transmitted. If reconfiguration (i.e.,
reprogramming) is requested, the microprocessor suspends
all other input, places a message that an update is in progress
on the display 34, receives the transmitted updating
information, performs the requested action, returns to the
operational state, places an update success/failure message
into the transmit queue, and displays the results on the
display 34. The status of the update is transmitted to the
central monitoring device 14. The operator 56 is notified of
the data reception and provided the opportunity to display
the data, along with locally stored reference information
pertaining to the sending portable nionitoring unit 12 for
review and action as appropriate.

In some cases, it is desired to receive either data or
reprogramming from an external source such as a personal
computer connected to the portable monitoring device 12
through the port 37. If the port 37 is interfaced to an external
sensor and the information is data, the reading is performed
in the same manner as described in relation to FIG. 4 for the

sensors 28. If the information is reprogramming in the form
of an application update or new parameters, the portable
monitoring unit 12 is powered in the normal manner. The
original application loads into the microprocessor 22, the
activation parameters are retrieved and set, and the sensor
interface unit 20 enters the operational state. However, if
reprogramming is to be loaded through the port 37, no input
is accepted through any other interface. The external source
loads the reprogramming through the port 37. This repro-
gramming may be either an entire new applications program
or new parameters for the existing program. If the operator
requests to perform an administration function on a device
attached to one of the other interfaces, the microprocessor
first verifies that the device is operational. If the device is not
operational, the microprocessor alerts the operation and
stands by for further commands. If the device is operational,
the microprocessor indicates that it is ready to support the
administration functions and begins routing input and output
to the device until the operation or the device signals it to
stop. If a Reset command is received, the microprocessor
closes any open files and attempts to return to the operational
state. If it is unable to return to the operational state, an error
message is displayed.

The procedures set forth in FIGS. 4-7 provide the build-
ing blocks by which a wide variety of queries, status checks,
and reprogramming may be accomplished. For example, the
central monitoring device can periodically monitor the sen-
sors 28 to determine the status of the subject. The subject
may be required to “report” by operating the manual input
periodically to demonstrate a satisfactory mental condition.
If the subject fails to report, then the control monitoring
device can initiate a call, activate the audio-visual commu-
nicator 36 and/or the display 34 until the subject responds,
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and then require the subject to perform a series of input
responses through the manual input 32 to demonstrate a
satisfactory mental condition. If either the sensor informa-
tion or the manual input of the subject is not satisfactory, the
control monitoring device 14 can report this fact and the
apparent nature of the problem to the concerned person or
summon help. The location of the subject is available to the
concerned person or emergency responders from the
location-determining device 38, whose data is automatically
communicated to the central monitoring device as part of the
message information. As will be apparent, many different
types of these procedures may be 11sed and reprogrammed
into the portable monitoring unit 12.

Although a particular embodiment of the invention has
been described in detail for purposes of illustration, various
modifications and enhancements may be made without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
Accordingly, the invention is not to be limited except as by
the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. Apparatus for remotely monitoring and assessing the
location and status of a human subject, the apparatus coin-
prising:

a ccntral monitoring device; and

a portable monitoring unit in communication with the
central monitoring device, the portable monitoring unit
comprising
at least three automatic sensors associated with and

monitoring the condition of the subject, the sensors
including a biological co11dition sensor, an
accelerometer, and an audio sensor;

a portable-unit location-determining device;
a remotely programmable microprocessor having an

active state and an inactive, power conserving state,
the microprocessor being in communication with,
and receiving scnsor signals from, the at lcast thrcc
automatic sensors and in communication with the

location-determining device, and being operable to
change from the inactive state to the active state in
response to an activating parameter for an activation
condition selected from the group consisting of a
preselected state of at least one of the automatic
sensors and a request signal from the central moni-
toring device;

a subject status signal input device activatable by the
subject and in communication with the microproces-
sor;

a first transceiver in communication with the

microprocessor, for communicating signals between
the microprocessor and the central monitoring
device; and

a power supply connected to provide power to the
microprocessor, the first transceiver, and the
portable-unit location determining device.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, further including
an audio/visual indicator in communication with the

microprocessor.
3. The apparatus of claim 1, further including

at least one additional central monitoring device in com-
munication with the portable monitoring unit.
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4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the central moni-
toring device is portable.

5. Thc apparatus of claim 1, further including at least one
additional portable monitoring unit, having the same struc-
ture as the portable monitoring unit, associated with and
monitoring the condition of at least one additional human
subject and communicating signals to and receiving signals
from the central monitoring device.

6. The apparatus of claim 1, further including

at least one additional central monitoring device the at
least one additional central monitoring device being
portable.

7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the location-
determining device is a global positioning system receiver.

8. The apparatus of claim 1, f11rther including at least one
additional ccntral monitoring device which is portable and
which is in communication with the first-named central

monitoring device.
9. A method for remotely monitoring and assessing the

location and status of a human subject, comprising:

sensing a biological condition of the subject and supply-
ing corresponding biological condition signals to a
normally inactive microprocessor in a portable moni-
toring unit;

sensing acceleration of the subject and supplying corre-
sponding acceleration condition signals to the micro-
processor;

sensing audible communications from the subject and
supplying corresponding audio signals to the micro-
processor;

determining the location of the subject and supplying
corresponding location signals to the microprocessor;

sensing a status signal input from the subject and supply-
ing a corresponding status signal to the microprocessor;

shifting the microprocessor from its normally inactive
condition to an active condition in response to any of a
predetermined set of activating parameters;

when the microprocessor is in its active condition, trans-
mitting to a remote central monitoring device any
condition signals, audio signals, location signals, and
status signals received by the microprocessor;

receiving audio signals from the remote central monitor-
ing device for voice communication between the cen-
tral monitoring device and the subject; and

receiving signals from the central monitoring device for
programming the microprocessor as required.

10. The method of claim 9, further including an additional
step of transmitting signals from the central monitoring
device to a second, portable central monitoring device.

11. The method of claim 9, further including the addi-
tional steps of

providing at least one additional portable monitoring unit
to at least one additional human subject, and

the central monitoring device remotely monitoring and
assessing the location and status of each additional
human subject.


